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Let A be a finite-dimensional basic connected associative algebra over an algebraicall\ closed 
field, and T(A) =A K DA its trivial extension by its minimal injective cogenerator. M.‘tb proie 
that T(A) is representation-finite of Cartan class d if and only if A is an iterated tilted algebra 
of Dynkin class d. The proof also yields a construction procedure for iterated tilted algebra? ot 
Dynkin type. 
Introduction 
Let A be a finite-dimensional basic connected algebra over an algebraically closed 
field, and denote by T(A) =A K DA the trivial extension of ;1 by its minimal ‘injec- 
tive cogenerator DA. Then T(A) is self-injective and, in fact, symmetric. It is thus 
natural to ask for a description of the algebras A such that T(A) is representation- 
finite. This problem was already considered by Miiller [ 151, Green and Reiten Eb3], 
and Iwanaga and Wakamatsu [ 141 in the case where the square radical of A is equal 
to zero. It was shown by Tachikawa [18] that if A is hereditary and representation- 
finite, then T(A) is again representation-finite (see also [19]). In [20], Yamagata 
proved that if T(A) is representation-finite, then the ordinary quiver of il contains 
no oriented cycles. Later, Hughes and Waschbtisch [ 131 and Hoshino [12] proved 
that if A is a tilted algebra of Dynkin type d, then T(A) is representation-fi[-:ite of 
Cartan class d, and conversely, if T(A) is representation-finite of Cartan clr;ss -r3, 
then there exists a tilted algebra B of Dynkin type 4 such that T(A)” B D< DB 
(compare also [7], [ 171). The purpose of the present paper is to prove the folliowing 
theorem: 
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Theorem. Let A be a finite-dimensional basic connected k-algebra and T(A) = 
A IX DA be its trivial extension. Then T(A) is representation-finite of Cartan class 
A if and only if A is an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type A. 
This result was already obtained in the case where A = & in 1131, using the 
classification of the iterated tilted algebras of type & given in [I]. The proof 
presented here, however, does not use the classifica?ion results for iterated tilted 
algebras of Dynkin type. As a corollary, we obtain a simple construction procedure 
for all iterated tilted algebras of Dynkin type A starting from the tilted algebras of 
the same type. 
1. Preliminaries 
1 .l. We shall let k denote a fixed algebraically closed field, and A a basic, con- 
nected, finite-dimensional k-algebra. By mod A wiil be meant he category of finite- 
dimensional right A-modules. The letter Q will be used to denote the ordinary quiver 
ofA,andi,j ,.... to denote its vertices. The simple A-module corresponding to the 
vertex i of Q will be denoted by S(i), and its projective cover (respectively, its injec- 
tive hullj by P(i) (respectively, I(i)). We shall freely use properties of the Auslander- 
Reiten sequences and the Auslander-Reiten quiver, for both finite-dimensional and 
locally finite-dimensional algebras, and refer for these to (81. 
1.2. A module TA is called a tilting module [lOI if Exta(T, T) =0, Ext,i(T, -) =0 
and there exists a short exact sequence O--*,4, + TL-* ri-+O, with T’ and T” direct 
sums of summands of T. 
A finite-dimensional k-algebra B is called iterated tilted of type A [1] if there ex- 
ists a sequence of algebras AO, Al, . . . , A,, = B where A0 is a hereditary algebra 
having A as underlying graph of its ordinary quiver, and a sequence of tilting 
modules ( T$Olic,,I _ 1 such that End Tj’) = A;, I and, for every indecomposable 
A i+ r-module M, we have either MBA,, , f(j) = 0, or TorfI+‘(M, T”)) =O. If m 5 1, 
B is called a tilted algebra [lo]. The iterated tilted algebras of type A, were 
classified in [I]. A characterisation of the iterated tilted algebras of Dynkin type is 
given in [ 1 I]. 
1.3. Let D= Homk(-, k) denote the standard duality of mod A. The trivial exten- 
sion of A by its minimal injective cogenerator A (DA)A is defined to be the algebra 
T=A p<DA whose additive structure is that of the group A @DA, with the multi- 
plication defined by 
69 f NY, $9 = CYY, xg +fu) 
for X, y E A and f, g E A (DA)A. It is well-known that the trivial extension algebra T 
is self-injective, and in fact symmetric. Thus, a connected trivial extension aI;;ebra 
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T is representation-finite if and only if the stable part of its Auslander-R&n quiver 
is isomorphic to LUG, where d is a Dynkin diagram (the Cartan class cf 7‘), and 
G an admissible group of automorphisms of Z_d [ 161. 
1.4. Consider the matrix algebra: 
r. 
. . . 
‘M,,.:,’ ‘A,,,_, 
& Ml,, Am 
M IN t I An, t 1 
L 
in which matrices have only finitely many non-zero entries, A,,, = A, M,,, = ,.I(DA),., 
for all m E Z, all the remaining entries are zero, and multiplication is induced 
from the canonical maps A@, DA-DA, DA@,, A ---GA and the zero mai-, 
DA& DA-+0 [ 131. Clearly, a is locally finite-dimensional [6]. The identity maps 
AIN+&+ W,I-W,-1 induce an automorphism vof a, and the orbit space A/v 
inherits the structure of a finite-dimensional k-algebra, isomorphic to T= A D( DA. 
Moreover, v induces an automorphism of the category mod d of finite-dimensional 
a-modules, and the quotient of the Auslander-Reiten quiver cd under the 
automorphism v is a set of complete connected components of I+ [ 131. 
Observe that any complete set (eJt (, 4 n of primitive orthogonal idempotents of 
A can be lifted to a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotems 
(e~;,,?I,)l5i~ll,,IIEZ of a. Thus v induces al/so an automorphism of the ordinary quiver 
Q of a. A full connected subquiver Q’ of Q is called a complete v-slice of d if its 
vertex set Qi consists of a complete set of representatives of the v-orbits of & and 
for any path i=io-+ip~~-+i, =j such that i,j@h, we have i,~Q6 for all 0<s<r. 




0, m) EQ,; > 
is called the algebra of Q’, and denoted by Alg(Q’). Then, if the quiver Q of .A has 
no oriented cycles, and B is a finite-dimensional k-algebra, the following aljsertions 
are equivalent [131: 
(i) BIxDB~AKDA, 
(ii) &A, 
(iii) B+Alg(Q’) for some complete v-slice Q’ of Q. 
1.5. For a sink i in the quiver of A, we define the v-reflection of Q,o~* Q .o be the 
full subquiver of Q with vertex set {(j, 0) E Q0 1 j E Q(,, j+ i 4 U {(i, 0). A v-reflection 
sequence of sinks il, i2, . . . , i, is a sequence of vertices of Q such that i, is a sink of 
0,; l ** a;Q for 1 s SC f. v-reflection sequences of sources are defined dually. 
Then the complete v-slices of Q are exactly the repeated v-reflections of Q [ 131. 
For a sink i of Q, let T,+A denote the one-point extension algebr‘l 
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T,+A = 
(where ki = End S(i)-=ik), and STA be the quotient of ?‘A by the two-sided ideal 
generated by the idempotent ei corresponding to i. Then T,+A has a complete set 
q,e2, ...* e,, eip of n + 1 primitive orthogonal idempotents, and the ordinary quiver 
of SifA is obtained from that of 7;.+A by deleting the vertex corresponding to ei. 
Similarly, starting with a sourcej of Q, we may define the algebras C-A and S;A. 
P lso, S,~A~Alg(c$Q) and S’rA=*Alg(cr,yQ) [13], thus we call S,?A and S]FA the 
r&lections of A. 
2j. Reflections of iterated tilted algebras 
2.1. We shall first recall some definitions. Let A be an algebra of finite global 
dimension, the Cartan matrix of A is defined to be the n x n matrix C,q = [c,,], 
where 
c,-dimkHomA(P(i),P(j)) 
a?nd the Euler characteristic of A is defined to be the bilinear form on the Grot hen- 
dieck group &\A) of A with matrix Bn = [b,J given by 
b, = c (- 1)’ dimk Ex&(S(i), S(j)) 
120 
(this sum is in fact finite due to our hypothesis on A). We shall let xA denote the 
aissociated quadratic form. It is easily seen that C, is invertible and that its inverse 
equals the transpose & of B,+ We have the following lemma: 
Lemma. Let A be an algebra such that the quiver Q of A has no oriented cycles, 
and i be a sink of Q. Then the Cartan matrices of A and A’= S+A are congruent, 
that is, there exists a matrix XE GL(n, Z) such that CA1 = XC, X’. 
Proof. We may assume, without loss of generality, that i= 1. Observe that, since 
Q has no oriented cycles, the global dimension of A is finite. Let 1’ denote the vertex 
added to Q in the construction of T,+A and let P’( l’), P’(2), . . . , P’(n) denote the 
non-isomorphic indecomposable projective A’-modules. By construction, we have 
rad P’(l’),~=1(1),4/soc 1(I). 
If i#l, j#l, we have 
dimk HomAJP’(i), P’(j)) = dimk HomA (P(i), P(j)). 
It is clear that 
dimk Hom,l(P’(l’), P’(l’))= 1 =dimk Hom,(P(l), P(1)). 
If i# 1, i’f l’, wz have 
HomJP’( I’), P’(i)) = 0 2 Hom,.,(P(i), P(1)). 
Finally, if if 1, i# 1 ‘, we have 
dim, Hom,4(P’(i), P’( 1’)) = dimk Hom,,r(P(i)! I( 1)) 
= dimk Horn, (P( l), P(i)). 
Hence, let u = -dim 1(1),d and consider the matrix X= [U ez .**e,] with u as first 
column, and e; (2 5 is n) the canonical basis vectors. Then XE GL(n, Z) cjn fact, 
X2 is the identity matrix), and a straightforward calculation shows that 
C,‘, * = XC/,X’. 
2.2. Proposition. Let A be an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type A, und i be u 
sink in the quiver Q of A. Then S!-A is also iterated tilted of type A. 
Proof. By [ 131, SIA has a preprojective component Y in its Auslander-Reiten 
quiver. If M is an indecomposable module in ‘f , then its dimension-vector dim A4 
is a root of the quadratic form ~s,+~. Since the previous lemma shows tha,t K~,._,~ is 
congruent to XA, and by [lo], xA is congruent to the Tits form of a hereditary 
algebra of Dynkin type A, it follows that ~s,+,~ has only finitely many roots. Hence 
‘6 is a finite component of .rs,+A and, by a theorem of Auslander [4], Sit,4 is 
representation-finite. In fact, STA is simply connected, since it satisfie?, the (S)- 
condition [S] (for, A being simply connected [2], the indecomposable injective A- 
module I( has separated socle factor, hence the indecomposable projective S,‘.-l- 
module P’(C) has separated radical. It is clear that the other indecomposable projec- 
tive S’A-modules have separated radicals). Now, it is Froved in [ 1 I] that a simpl> 
connected algebra is iterated tilted of Dynkin type A provided the quadratic form 
associated to its Euler characteristic is congruent to the Tits form of a hereditary 
algebra of Dynkin type A. This shows that STA is indeed iterated tilted of Dynkin 
type A. 
Dually, if j is a source of Q, S’,:A is also iterated tilted of type 3. Inductively, 
if il,iz, . . . , i, is a v-reflection sequence of sinks (respectively, if j,, j,, . . . ,JtS ’ is a r*- 
reflection sequence of sources), then 5,~.~~ S;TA (respectively, S,.e.. S,;.q’, is also .’ 
iterated tilted of type A. 
3. The main result 
3.1. Theorem. Let A be a basic, conrlected finite-dimensional k-a/gebru, atld let 
T= A IX DA be its trivial extension by its minimal injective cogenerntor. Therr T is 
representation-finite of Curtan class A if and only if A is an itewted tilted aigebnr 
of Dynkin type A. 
Proof. Let A be an iterated tilted algebra of Dynkin type A, we shali prove that 
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T= A G< DA is representation-finite of type A. Since A is simply connected [2], its 
ordinary quiver Q must contain at least one strong sink i (that is to say, a vertex 
i E Q. such that there is no chain of indecomposable modules and irreducible maps 
&j)A +-***I( for an;. jEQO). A strong sink is always a sink [ 13). 
Clearly, there are canonical embeddings of mod A and mod(S,?O into 
mod( q+A), where the first category can be described as the class of T,+A-modules 
without the simple injeCtiVe &‘jztA as a composition factor, while the second is 
the class of modules without the simple projective P(i)T+A as a composition fac- 
tor. Moreover, the only 7;,*A-module which is not in either one of these classes is 
the projective-injective module P(i’)T,+A =I(i)7;;1 [ 131. Since, by Proposition 2.2, 
Si+A is also iterated tilted of type 8, we may iterate this process to obtain the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of d. Let i,, i2, . . . , i, be a strong v-reflection sequence of 
sinks, that is to say, a sequence such that i,. is a strong sink in the quiver 
al: , -0. o,tQ of the algebra SC ... StA (for all 1 s=r 5 I), then the algebra Sl l ** S$4 
is iterated tilted of type lb, and a straightforward induction yields the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver of ?,‘=a =T$. Again, any indecomposable 7;;‘=** 7’$l- 
module is either projective-injective, or else can be identified with an indecom- 
posable module over one of the iterated tilted algebras Sl._ SCA (1 cr s t). This 
procedure yields in fact a connected component f of the Auslander-Reiten quiver 
of A^. Indeed, we construct inductively strong v-reflection sequence of sinks (i,), L 1 
and of sources (j,>,, 1, 
U 
then every vertex of Q belongs to U~~OaI~~++Q or to 
:z 0 q: - aj,Q and the categories mod(7;,‘*=* T:A), and rnod(7J;*.= 7;;A) embed 
naturally in mod d. Thus, as in 1131, we obtain a connected component r of F,i, 
containing all projective A-modules and in which all modules have bounded com- 
position length. It then follows from [4] that f = f’. On the other hand, the orbit 
space r~/v is a connected component of fT, which contains all the projective 
T-modules, and in which all modules have bounded length. Therefore r~/v is ac- 
tually equal to &, and 7’ is representation-finite. 
We next show that the Cartan class A’ of T is equal to A. Indeed, T being 
a representation-finite trivial extension algebra, there exists a tilted algebra B 
of type A’ such that T+BtxDB ([12],[13]). However, ADcDA~BKDB implies 
that B is the algebra of a complete v-slice Q’ of Q, which must be in fact a re- 
peated v-reflection of Q. More precisely, there exists a v-reflection sequence of 
sinks il, L, . . . , i, (or of sources jr, j,, . . . , j,) of Q such that Q’=o,T=e=o,TQ resp., 
QI=Cr,; .** oj,12) and therefore B ‘SC l .* StA (resp., B -YS,;e** $;A). This indeed 
7. %l]ows by induction on t (resp., s) and the fact that, for a sink i, (resp., a source 
6,‘) of Q, STA%4lg(c?,TQ) (resp., SJ~A~Alg(~,~Q)). However, A being iterated 
ltilted of type A, Proposition 2.2 implies that B is of the same type, hence d =A’. 
; We have thus proved that if A is iterated tilted of Dynkin type A, its trivial exten- 
sion algebr;l A IX DA is representation-finite of Cartan class d. Conversely, if 
!A w DA is representation-finite of Cartan class d, there exists a tilted algebra B of 
‘type d such that B DC DB -+l tx DA [13]. Using the same argument as above, we 
‘can find. a v-reflectiom sequence of sinks il, iz, . . . , i, (or of sources j,, j,, . . . , j,) of 
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Q such that ASS,: l SlB (resp., A +SI, - S’,:, B). Applying lgain Proposition 2.2, 
it follows that A is iterated tilted of type .4. 
3.2. We have the following obvious corollary: 
Corollary. Let A be an iterated tilted algebra o,f Dynkin type A. Then there exists 
a tilted algebra B of type A, and a v-refiection sequence of sinks i,, i2, . . . , i, in the 
quiver of B such that A -Wlf -.- Si 8. 
3.3. Remark. Using the classification of the iter{ated tilted algebras of types LB, and 
QZ,, [2], it is shown in [3] that the main theorem holds in these caqcs tool. Finally, 
an easy computation shows that it holds as well in the cases [F4 and &. 
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